Contagion, broadly construed, refers to anything that can spread infectiously from peer to peer 1-5 . Examples include communicable diseases 6-10 , rumors 11 , misinformation 12 , ideas 13 , innovations [14] [15] [16] , bank failures 17 , and electrical blackouts 18 . Sometimes, as in the 1918 Spanish flu epidemic 19 , a contagion mutates as it propagates. Here, using a simple mathematical model, we quantify the downstream impact of a contagion that mutates exactly once as it travels. Assuming that this mutation occurs at a random node in the contact network, we calculate the distribution of the number of "descendants," d, downstream from the initial "Patient Zero" mutant. We find that the tail of the distribution decays as d −2 for complete graphs, random graphs, small-world networks and other infinite-dimensional networks. This prediction agrees with the observed statistics of memes propagating and mutating on Facebook 20 , and is expected to hold universally for other effectively infinite-dimensional networks, such as the global human contact network. In a wider context, our approach suggests a possible starting point for a mesoscopic theory of contagion. Such a theory would focus on the paths traced by a spreading contagion, thereby furnishing an intermediate level of description between that of individual nodes and the total infected population. For every discipline concerned with contagion and its prevention, we anticipate that contagion pathways hold valuable lessons, given their role as the conduits through which single mutations, innovations, or failures can sweep through a network as a whole.
Contagion, broadly construed, refers to anything that can spread infectiously from peer to peer [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Examples include communicable diseases 6-10 , rumors 11 , misinformation 12 , ideas 13 , innovations [14] [15] [16] , bank failures 17 , and electrical blackouts 18 . Sometimes, as in the 1918 Spanish flu epidemic 19 , a contagion mutates as it propagates. Here, using a simple mathematical model, we quantify the downstream impact of a contagion that mutates exactly once as it travels. Assuming that this mutation occurs at a random node in the contact network, we calculate the distribution of the number of "descendants," d, downstream from the initial "Patient Zero" mutant. We find that the tail of the distribution decays as d −2 for complete graphs, random graphs, small-world networks and other infinite-dimensional networks. This prediction agrees with the observed statistics of memes propagating and mutating on Facebook 20 , and is expected to hold universally for other effectively infinite-dimensional networks, such as the global human contact network. In a wider context, our approach suggests a possible starting point for a mesoscopic theory of contagion. Such a theory would focus on the paths traced by a spreading contagion, thereby furnishing an intermediate level of description between that of individual nodes and the total infected population. For every discipline concerned with contagion and its prevention, we anticipate that contagion pathways hold valuable lessons, given their role as the conduits through which single mutations, innovations, or failures can sweep through a network as a whole.
When a contagion spreads, it propagates from one or more "parent" nodes to a number of "descendant" nodes. Enumerating the descendants in all the paths stemming from a parent can reveal important and useful information. In particular, suppose the contagion mutates into a more pernicious form at some point along its travels. Then counting its descendants would tell us how many nodes will be confronted by this nastier strain. A mutation event of this sort occurred in 1918, and gave rise to the Spanish flu epidemic that killed millions of people worldwide 19 . Similar (but less consequential) mutations happen online when users modify memes to make them funnier or stickier before sharing them with their peers 20 .
To quantify the impact of such mutations, consider a simplified model of contagion in which each node is either susceptible or permanently infected ( Fig. 1 ). As the contagion spreads ( Fig. 1(a) ), we record which nodes caught it from which, and plot the resulting paths of infection as an epidemic tree ( Fig. 1(b) ). Then we count how many nodes would be affected by a mutation occurring at a random "Patient Zero" node. In the example shown in Fig. 1(c) , the mutant infection occurs at node B and is passed along to the two nodes below it. Of course, if the mutation had occurred elsewhere, it could have produced either more descendants (e.g., three descendants, had the mutation occurred at A) or fewer (zero descendants, had it occurred at C). Thus, the natural statistical quantity to study is the distribution of the number of descendants, aggregated over all possible Patient Zero nodes.
In one sense, the dynamics assumed here are trivial: one node after another gets infected until no susceptibles remain. But what is far from trivial are the descendant distributions implied by this model, as they depend on the network's structure. To learn what to expect, we first compute descendant distributions numerically from Monte Carlo simulations. For a given random realization of the contagion process on a given network, like the one shown in Fig. 1(b) , we count the number of descendants of each node and compile a histogram. This histogram, however, merely gives the descendant distribution for one realization of the dynamics. To extract a more robust statistical measurement, we average over the random location of the initially infected seed node, as well as the random decisions of whom to infect at each step, to obtain an average descendant distribution. Figure 2 shows the average descendant distribution for the simplest possible network structure: a complete graph, in which each node is connected to all the others. The downward slope of the plot indicates that many nodes have few descendants, and a few nodes have many descendants. Of course, the seed O has every other node as its descendant, as an artifact of the assumed initial conditions. Its corresponding data point in Fig. 2 lies off the curve for this reason.
The most striking feature of the descendant distribution in Fig. 2 is its apparent powerlaw decay for d 1. To explain this scaling law intuitively, recall that one way of getting power-law distributions is through rich-get-richer effects [21] [22] [23] [24] , and observe:
(i) If node i infected node j, the ancestors of j will be i and all the ancestors of i. The first point means that our model contagion process is equivalent to a network that grows by node copying 25 . The second point suggests that the probability of a node acquiring more descendants should grow, loosely speaking, in proportion to the number of descendants it already has, thereby making the rich richer.
To sharpen this intuition, we calculate the descendant distribution P d analytically for some exactly solvable networks (for derivations, see Supplementary Sections 2, 3, 4, and 5).
First, for a complete graph in the limit N → ∞, we find
.
(1) classes of random networks, the descendant distributions can be derived in the limit of infinite network size. We obtain the infinite-N solution
where B(a, b) denotes the beta function and z is the average degree. Figure 3 shows the simulation results for z-regular configuration models and Erdős-Rényi random graphs of size N = 10 4 . When plotted in a manner suggested by equation (2), the simulation data for the different random networks collapse onto a single curve ( Fig. 3) , consistent with the analytical approximation. Finally, for a small-world network created by inserting random shortcuts in a ring lattice, with probability p of connecting a node with a node chosen uniformly at random 26 , the analytical solution (Supplementary Section 4 and Extended Data Fig. 1) is Remarkably, all the descendant distributions we have calculated so far turn out to decay asymptotically according to the same power law: In this letter we have shown one way that epidemic trees can be used: they allow us to calculate descendant distributions, which quantify the impact of a mutant contagion occurring at a random place in the network. Our finding that the distribution has a universal We expect that notions like contagion pathways, epidemic trees, and descendant distributions are just the beginning of a mesoscopic theory of contagion. Much remains to be discovered about the geometry and statistics of these and other quantities, both empirically for real contagions, and theoretically for a wide range of infection dynamics and network structures. Understanding this middle ground might also have practical benefits for the control of contagion processes, in contexts ranging from vaccination strategies for communicable diseases to methods for combating the spread of misinformation on social media.
Code availability
All scripts necessary to reproduce the simulated results are available at https://sid.erda.dk/wsgi-bin/ls.py?share id=F8JmKmQryb. The contagion paths and epidemic trees constructed in Fig. 1 in the main text have been studied previously in diverse disciplines. They have been called adoption paths 15 , dissemination trees 29, 30 , spreading patterns 31 , causal trees of disease transmission 32 , diffusion structure patterns 33 , the structure of diffusion events 34 , and epidemic trees 35 . We adopt the latter term, which comes from epidemiology, with a single caveat: Generally the graph of the propagation paths for a contagion need not be a directed tree; in the case of a complex contagion 36 , where each child node has two or more parents, the graph could be a directed graph with no cycles. But for the simple contagions studied in this paper, where each child is assumed to have only one parent, the graph of the propagation paths is always a tree.
In the following sections, we show the details of our calculations of descendant distributions on complete graphs, configuration models, Erdős-Rényi random networks, small-world networks, and infinite-dimensional networks in general. In each case, we assume a simplified model of contagion dynamics in which each node is in one of two states: susceptible, or permanently infected and infectious, as described in the main text. The final section of the Supplementary Information contains information about the maximum-likelihood fit we performed on the descendant distributions for the spreading process on empirical networks.
II. COMPLETE GRAPH
In this section, we calculate the descendant distribution for a complete graph of N nodes, with N 1.
Suppose that nodes are infected one at a time, and that the descendant distribution after t nodes have been infected is given by P d,t . We wish to calculate the equilibrium distribution of descendants, P d := lim t→∞ P d,t . To do this, it is helpful to use language from network growth 37 . When a new node is infected, a number of already-infected nodes will gain this node as a descendant in the epidemic tree. If, say, 14 nodes acquire this node as a descendant, let us refer to this as introducing 14 descendants in the epidemic tree and then distributing these 14 descendants among the infected nodes. With this terminology in place, we proceed with the calculation.
First, because any edge that connects a susceptible and infected node is equally likely to be the next edge over which the infection is transmitted, and because the graph is complete, the expected fraction of newly introduced descendants that nodes with d descendants get is
is the mean number of descendants in the epidemic tree at time t. The numerator in Eq. (S1) expresses point (ii) in the main text, and the denominator is a normalisation factor. Next, to go from the expected fraction in Eq. (S1) to the expected number of new descendants that a node with d descendants gets in the following time step, we must multiply the expected fraction (S1) by the total expected number of new descendants, aggregated over nodes with any number of descendants, that are added during the time step.
To find this total, we observe that every infected node has equal probability of being the next to pass on the infection, and there are t infected nodes at time t. Thus the probability that nodes with d descendants will get a new descendant is (d + 1)P d,t /t. Summing over all d then gives us the expected fraction of the infected nodes in total that will get a new descendant in the following time step; multiplying by t gives us the corresponding expected number. This argument tells us, then, that
is the expected number of infected nodes, in total, that will get a new descendant in the following time step. Note that the underlying network did not influence this last part of the calculation.
By combining Eqs. (S1) and (S3) we find that, for the complete graph, the expected number of new descendants that a node with d descendants gets in time step t is
This result leads us to the following master equation, which expresses the expected gain and loss of nodes with d descendants between time steps t and t + 1:
The case d = 0 is different from other values of d since the newly infected node will have no descendants when it is added to the epidemic tree, thereby making the gain term in the master equation equal to 1. An equilibrium distribution must satisfy P d,t = P d,t+1 =: P d .
Applying this condition and solving for P d , we get:
From this we conclude that the distribution of the expected number of descendants on the complete graph is
As mentioned in the main text, keeping track of descendants can be mapped to growing a network by node copying 25 . For the complete graph, this mapping means that equation (S7) is identical to the formula for the in-degree distribution calculated by Krapivsky & Redner 25 .
In their paper on network growth with node copying, Krapivsky & Redner derive geometrical properties of the grown networks. We refer the interested reader to the paper, and continue with calculating descendant distributions below.
III. CONFIGURATION MODEL AND ERDŐS-RÉNYI RANDOM NETWORKS
In this section, we turn to two classes of random networks: configuration-model networks,
and Erdős-Rényi random graphs.
In the configuration model that we consider, each of N nodes has a certain number of "half edges" (or "stubs") sticking out of it, with the number of stubs being chosen at random from a prescribed degree distribution. The network is then generated by connecting pairs of stubs, chosen uniformly at random from the list of all stubs, to make the full edges of the resulting network.
The Erdős-Rényi networks are constructed by considering each pair of nodes independently and, with probability p, connecting that pair with an undirected edge.
To understand Fig. 3 shown in the main text, we now calculate the descendant distribution for these random networks, using the same method as in the previous section. At time steps t ≥ 1, an infected node with degree k has at least one infected neighbor (its "parent"). If the infected node (denoted I ), or one of its descendants, infects a neighbor, then I loses one edge over which it could infect another node. By doing this, however, it gets a new descendant, which might have a number of edges connecting it to susceptible nodes. If we assume that every one of the k − 1 edges that could connect an infectious degree-k node with a susceptible node has equal probability of doing so (equal to 1 in the infinite-network limit), and if we assume that this probability is the same for every infected node, then an infected node has on average (z − 2)d + (z − 1) edges which could connect it to susceptible nodes. Here z is the mean degree of the network.
So the mean number of new descendants that a node with d descendants gets when a new node is infected is
Using this result, we can write down a master equation as we did when calculating the descendant distribution for the spreading process on the complete graph, and solve for a steady-state descendant distribution P d , in the limit of infinite network size. After some algebra (see Supplementary Section V for details), we find that
Here B(a, b) is the beta function, which declines as a −b as a → ∞ for fixed b. In our case, this means
for d 1. By invoking identities for the beta function, we can rewrite the expression (S9) for the descendant distribution as
which is the expression we list in the main text. Figure 3 in the main text collapses the simulated data on the curve B(d, 2), wherẽ
Given a simulated data point (d, P d ), this collapse is made by plotting the data point at
IV. A RING AND A SMALL-WORLD NETWORK
The networks of the previous section are related to each other, in that edges between nodes are created according to a random procedure. They all show the inverse-square scaling mentioned in the main text:
On the other hand, some non-random graphs do not have this limiting behavior. If we consider the spreading process taking place on a ring, in which every node has only two neighbours, one to its left and one to its right, we can write down the expected distribution of number of descendants immediately. Starting from only a single seed, in each time step there will be exactly one possibility for the process to spread on the right hand side of the seed, and one possibility to spread on the left hand side. The resulting distribution of descendants in a ring consisting of N nodes is
where N is a normalization constant, Θ(x) is the Heaviside function equal to 1 if x ≥ 0 and 0 otherwise, and P L is the probability of the contagion process spreading exactly L times to the left along the periphery of the ring, given by
(S14)
One natural question to ask is then: How random does a network have to be to show the limiting behavior P d ∝ d −2 we observed in the previous sections? In the rest of this section we analytically estimate the descendant distribution for the contagion process on small-world networks. Specifically, the small-world networks are Watts-Newman small-world networks in which all nodes are connected to their two immediate neighbours on a ring lattice, and each node gets a shortcut to a neighbour chosen uniformly at random with probability p.
First, we must estimate the expected number of new descendants that a node with d descendants gets when a node gets infected. If the underlying network was simply a ring and no shortcuts had been added, every node would have equal chance of getting new descendants. This changes when the shortcuts are inserted: For each descendant a node has, the chance that one of its descendants has a shortcut increases. If the infection traverses such a shortcut link successfully, it can spread both to the right and to the left in this newly discovered part of the network. Hence, two more boundaries between infectious nodes and susceptible nodes have been created, and every node that has descendants on this boundary now has a higher chance of getting more descendants. This effect alters the expected number of descendants received by a node with d descendants when a new node gets infected. The expected number now becomes P d,t (1 + 2p(d + 1)) 1 + 2p(m t + 1) (m t + 1). (S15)
Here the first term represents the shortcut-independent probability that every node has to get a new descendant, and the terms that are proportional to p correspond to the increased probability of getting new descendants that nodes get via shortcuts. With this, we can write down the master equation as in the two sections above. After some algebra (see Supplementary Section V below for details), we find
(S16)
For large d, this analytical solution declines as
∝ d −2 .
(S18)
In Extended Data Fig. 1 , we see that the analytical solution indeed is in qualitative agreement with the simulations.
V. UNIVERSAL BEHAVIOR AND WHEN IT BREAKS DOWN
We have studied the descendant distributions for simple contagion on different networks: complete graphs, configuration-model networks, Erdős-Rényi networks, and small-world networks. On all of these networks, we have discovered a striking universality: The distributions decline as a power law with exponent −2 for large d. A natural question to ask is, then, what unifies these graphs: When does the universality exist, and when does it break down?
One thing that is true for all the graphs we have studied is that the probability of getting more descendants is linearly proportional to the number of descendants the node already has.
